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t  dines 
''It
 is a sers 1111pOrtallt 
message that 
goes 
out to to 
tacult).-
 Barrett said 
about the increase. 
"And 
es
 ell if we 
could 
change  it 
later,
 It is Imid 
he
 too late 
to get them hack.'' 
Human 
Performance  Department 
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Robert  Martin,  dean of 
student
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Dressed as if he was prepared for a 
nuclear  attack, Eric Forrest, 
SJSU
 supervisor 
tree outside Dwight Bente! Hall. Groundsmen
 have to inject beetle poison into 
of grounds. wears protective
 clothing and a mask as he hammers
 holes into an elm campus elm trees
 every spring to protect (hem from 
the  insects. 
Elm
-saving









staff  writer 
When the elm 
hectic  all IS es 1:.1\ h 
spimg,
 111c 11,11',1 and 
David 
Ramiret  launch 
into action. 
Their 
mission  to iniect 
all  47
 campus
 elms with pestt  
ale  
before the beetles 
"image-  the trees and 
"suck  all the juice 






















































 passed Forrest ind 
Ramirer. who were 




glows. black gas 
masks and dark 
glasses
 
lint students need not be concerned. MeGlothlen said. 
'It looks had, but it', for (the workers') protection." Mc-






The pesticide was banned 
from home 
use last year by the 
California 
Department  of 1ood and Agriculture, said Julio Cal-
deron, CDFA spokesman. 
CDVA also limited Metasystox-R use to state -licensed 
pesticide applicators. Calderon said,  
because
 a laboratory test 
in 19/46 showed the pesticide caused birth defects and sterility 
in male 
rats. 
Calderon said a person would have to be exposed to a 
large amount of the pesticide to be affected and side effects 
would
 
not  he immediately
 apparent. 





 in campus chapel 
By Deborah J. 
Kaplan  
Daily staff writer  
"To forget the dead 
would  mean to 
allow them to be killed a second 
,  
Holocaust survivor
 Hie Wieser,: 
quote
 is the sentiment behind "Y11111 
Ho-




Hillel and Campus 
Ministry  are co-
sponsoring the event, which will be 
today at 








annihilation over again." 
 "This event 
was  organi;ed to re-
_ 
member  the six million Jews and the 
mil-
lirons of' other victims,  including
 dissi-
dents. academicians, 






annihilated  by 
the 
istatis in 




Dinator of the Hillel
 club. 
 Father Bob Leger









 to he aware 
of the
 ways they contributed to the anti-
Semitism of the time. Christians, as well 
as the Jews, must remember. 
- "Christians
 also need to 
take a look 
'This event
 was organized 
to 
remember  the six 
million 
Jews  and the 
millions of 






 and physically 
handicapped
 and Gypsies 
that were annihilated
 by 







 toward Jews  now,
 and 
how they compare 
with  the attitude at the 
time 
of the 
Holocaust."  he said. 
The event will consist
 of a 
candle -
lighting so-% ice 
and a discussion. 








 the number six 
million.  We
 de-
cided we will light six candles, 
one  per 
million Jews who 
were killed in the con-
centration camps. 
That  might help peo-













the  most uncivilind 
act  
that has occurred in any Western nation 
in this century.
 Commemorating it keeps 
us on 
guard. This should never
 happen 
again, to any 
race,  any time." said 




sor, said she hopes
 a lot of people 
come  
to the observance 
"It is a question of humanity." 
she  
said.








 need to be aware 





brated internationally Sunday. beginning 














 as long 
as he 
supers
















The elms are injected about once a 
year.  and timing is crit-
ical,  because






 a close eye 
on the elms 
when leaves 















"We try not to 
use a lot




said.  "If we 
see
 aphids on a 
tree 
and we see preda-
tors working on the aphids,  
we
 don't spin  
Martin also
 said that 
maintaining 












 students and 
faculty 
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tell students the 


















Second candidate speaks 
Deborah C. Guadan 
Daily 
staff  writer 
Six candidates are being considered for academic vice 
president,
 including  
Arlene Okerlund, 111Al interim 
academic 
ice president, and two educators who have appeared in open 
'..rums en campus. 
Candidate 
Pauf
 Holtio. current vice provost for academic'
 
affairs at 
the University. of Oregon. spoke 
Tuesday' and ex-
pressed concern met changes in the student population 
'The nundvr






shrinking, hut the composition id the riser:age campus is chang-
g and 
growing,'
 he said 
He explained that as more 









At the University of Oregon,  the average age of students is 
Si'.' FORUM,
















Daily  staff writer 
An SJSU 






 Wednesday'  on 
charges of 
impersonating








































































San  Jose 
Police
 































gisen  to students 
according to 
class  standing, 
and 
attendants  check 
students.  schedules to 





















staff  writer 
Fast 
Santa Clara Street 
was 
quiet,  with a hot 







 A brown 
paper  bag 
tumbled 
slowly
 past a small dog 
who 
rested on a pile of discarded
 rugs. 
dog 
yawned as he basked in the 
late 
morning 
sun. The  street was 
tranquil  
at 
11:59  a.m. 
Noon. 
Suddenly  the 
street
 was 
filled  with 
store





 from the 
buildings  lining
 the street 
armed  with 
purple
 brooms 

























hock  inter 
Nancy  




 "The Klean 





 Clara Street 
















Paula Ray Christiansen, 



























 Retail Sales Manager 

















Adam Brown, Art 
()rector 
Michael




















 you thought the Associated
 Stu- 
tournament, which would 
have been





Board  of 
Directors couldn't lind any 
the Ultimate
 Club. The club could





 to spend student
 funds, the money back 
by
 collecting 
registration  fees, 
it 
manages to come up with a dandy.
 
and there would he no question of 
impropriety.  
Welcome  the 
Frisbee  Fiasco. 
This is what 
Director  of Student Services 
The A.S. graciously approved a $1,025 
Marcus  Aiu said he had in mind when, after the 
gift to the SJSU 
Ultimate  Club to host a state- 
original request
 for a direct 
allocation
 was re -
wide
 frisbee competition. 
jected by the board, he 
asked for a motion to 
Yes, Frisbees. We've all had fun tossing 
reconsider  





the little plastic 
discs  around, and it's a great 
way. 





to enjoy the 
warm weather. Frisbee tossing  
time 
around,  and 
with
 his motion he asked the 
. 
around 
campus is a signal of spring, summer 
board
 to consider an underwrite. 
4 
and ensuing 
carefree  times. Incredibly,  the 
board  voted not 
to grant an 
But ask 






instead  did a 
complete  reversal 
in line for several 
hours  to pay 
university  and 
and  voted to 
give  the club $1,025 
outright. 
..-
A.S. fees if he 
minds  that his








 a di -
be used for a Frisbee throwing
 competition. 
rect 
allocation  voted 
against the 
proposal  the 
The outrageous amount of 
$1,025  is too 
second
 time around 
also.  
to...tea/6 ff.4  fr I 
 
much of our 
money  to give to a group 
that
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spend that money






















Car ownership worth traffic
 jams, smog,high insurance 
Daily 
Delivery  
I- s thoughm, ow ii  .ar
 au  trill  he a min  and hie cl 
ing-heart 






 of owning your own car far 
outweighs
 
the aggravation of 
rush-hour
 traffic. 
On any late Friday afternoon motorists arc making slow 
progress down the middle of a seemingly endless stream of cars 
heading




The sun is heating down on the procession of rumbling 
autos  as exhaust
 fumes waft 
up
 towards 
the brown spring 
ski...
 
It's the typical rush-hour 
traffic  in Santa Clara Valley 
Gridlock is just around the 
bend.  
lithe roads don't completely jam on this day, they surely 










frustrased. overwrought. anxious, impatient, even irate. peo-




this the joy with which 
people greet the weekend? this the 






gives  people 
















groceries they can 
just
 hop in the car and zip on over to where 
they want to 
be.  And they
 save 
precious  time 
every weekday 
morning and afternoon by dnving. rather than walking to. and 
waiting for,  the bus. 
People with can. have greater leeway in arranging their 
time schedule - they
 don't have to depend on the often-incon-
.7 
count 
number  to the irate owner 
of
 a newly -dented car, but 
he
 
must pay significantly 
higher premiums for several
 years. Most 
likely the driver is 
more than vexed over the 




a clear-cut case, that
 it is his 
respon-
siblity.  Not only must he immediately 
furnish his insurance ac -
It's 
worse  if the motorist hits another object - 
especially  





considered a weak ell.AISC for 
being late. Couldn't the driver 
have 
anticipated  and avoided rush hour traffic? 
Despair. 
his momentary lapse of alertness.
 
Despite  these hazards of car ownership, 
people  go to great 
lengths to 
rationalize  the advantages of 










Some of us reserve our 
entire
















 o'clock traffic tam
 . . . or with 
mechanical  failure mirror 
to groom is standard 
rush-hour  motorist behavior.
 
. . . or, 
(kid 
forbid, the driver's operational 
failure.  
Frustration. 
At least people 
who ride the public 
transit system know 
that if their 
bus  gets caught in 
traffic,




 it's not their
 fault. 
'They neither own 
nor 

















situation  rests with the 









car owner also finds
 that, in the world
 of professional 
obligations,  being 
stuck in stop 
and
 
go traffic is 
- at best --
Occasionally. 'drivers skim the morning paper or work 
crossword puzzles during stops in  
freeway
 traffic. Fortunately. 
most people
 seem to prefer catching their news and entertain-
ment on the radio. 
Tides of people brushing their
 teeth or changing from jog-
ging to work clothes are not
 uncommon. 
Throughout most of the 
day  traffic flows at a 
comfortable
 
pace. And after all, personal
 transportation does result in 
greater independence - 
motorists
 arc not tied to the 15 minute 
to hourly 
bus  schedules, nor an: they
 required to tour bizarre 
and indirect bus 
routes. 
Despite the overall frustrations,
 car ownership is a costly 










bad  after 
all 





 Americans abnormal need for 
"personal
 space." Peo-
ple's homes are 
theircastles
 and 




main are not welcome. This is 
the belief I held for the better 
part of 






 of India, where society advocates much
 
more 
°penes% among people. I have been fascinated by the American 
desire for
 privacy. 
After three years here. I have made several American ac-
quaintances.
 but few lasting friendships. This is 
not to say 




their  lives are personal. 
Viewpoint  









strangers treading on their turf, but there are always exceptions 





 Americans who would be open to the 
idea of a 
stranger








 and it 
changedmy
 view of 
Americans, 







 have got out of bed 
that






hunch of  






out and I 
couldn't move into 
the 
dorms or the 
International  Center because 




 money My second
 problem 




 FlOw was 1 going to live four more 
months, 
juggling  all my trying classes,  
living  more than fru-
gally 
and without 




When I timid the answer to my predicament. 1 nillingly  
altered
 my first impressions
 of  
Americans. A friend of mine of-
fered to put me up at her place until I graduated, thereby doing 
away with 
all my 
problems.  I lived with her 
family,  drove 
to 
school with her and did not have any 
problems








I thought I 




 I knew in the family was my friend. But I was 






of the family from 
the very 
beginning and included in everything. 
I 
didn't  have to worry about feeling out of place. Instead 
If
 beine 
intowluceel as their other daughter. I was included in all family 
occasions and 





 doesn't it'? Who would do 
such a thing'? 
This is an unusual thing for a family to do. Contrary to what 
people think it's. 
not  all that common. After all, what 
guar.  
antee do they have that I won't run away
 with the family silver 
or jewels'? 





to an unknown girl their daughter 
brought  home 
from school one day'? No 
letter
 of reference. no assurance of 
good character, no anything.
 For all they know. I could be 
a 
coke -snorting,
 alcohol -addicted, homicidal maniac
 who could 
go mad and chase 
after  everyone with a butcher's 
knife. 
Sometimes
 people don't 
realize 






 people are not willing to 
look at anyone other 
than 
themselves. That's a terrible thing to say. but 
unfortu-
nately
 it's true. In a country that is 
so
 motivated by its need to 
climb that ladder 
of
 success, it's almost impossible
 to find any-
one 
concerned about others. 
Sure.  it's easy to give advice to 
people telling them about 
all the alternatives
 to living alone, what to 
do.  who to contact. 
all 
without
 getting too involved yourself. But
 to actually offer 
refuge 
to someone you 
have
 known only a few semesters is 
wonderful.
 
It is so easy
 to 
lose
 your grip with humanity
 today while 
trying to juggle 









 problems of their
 own 
to deal 
with  without burdening themselves 
with  the problems of 









 not one gripe was made. Their hearts 
and home were 




peoplehaverd is Rut this situation is very dif-
ferent in the respect there is no question of 
being  treated as a 
stranger or just an acquaintance. In 
fact, to my surprise, this 
was a home
 away from home.
 





ever,  women 
students  must
 heed the 
advice























 want to teach 




 interested in 
health care 
should 
study  medicine. 
not nursing. 
Women  interested 
in 
math  should 
become
 accountants,








who  enjoy working with 
children  should be-
come child 
psychologists.  Those 

















 the cry 
of 
feminists  for 20 
years. Hut 
we need to reaffirm







 women have made 
", 
in opening doors to careers where
 we
 had 




there are still many
 barriers in their 





biggest  is 
money.  ' 




less than men. 
A Census Bureau survey published




median  income for 
women  working full-
time 
is
 1981 was $15.600.
 compared  to 524.000 paid to : 
men. 
0 
This means that women were paid 
64 percent of 1 
men's pay. up from 
59
 percent in 1970. 
In her widely
 acclaimed 1986 book,
 "A Lesser Life 
the Myth of Women's  liberation
 in 
America."
 Silvia . 
Ann 
Hewlett
 reported that this 
disparity
 follows women ; 
into old 
age. In 1982. the 
median
 income for women 
over*  
65 years old was 
$5.365.  compared to 
$9,188
 for men. i 
his is why the choice of a major is so important fon 
women students. 
Despite the progress of some, the majority of 
women 
continue  
to choose traditional 
"women's  jobs" 
that are low in status, low in pay and low in opportunity 
for 
advancement. . 
Most female professionals are 
elementary  and high t 

















fields are woefully undervalued. They push for sal-
ary 
adjustments  based on comparable
 worth. 
Over time long 
timetheseff -  may 
pay 
off. But realistically, this isn't
 likely to happen during ' 
our lifetimes,
 especially considering the current condition
 
(lithe 
national  and 










 role. We should know 
by , 
Letters
 to the 
Editor 
now that no one 
will  save us but 
ourselvles.
 
Demonstrators protest for a cause 
ignorance. It is journalism such 
as this that hurts our society. 
Please 
acknowledge  this,
 and have reporters
 do the same. 
I urge everyone, as I have, to seek out knowledge.
 We arc 
Thank  
you very much! 
Fdai.,.  




 to those 
reporters  who 
take time 
and  inter -
Once  again. 
lam impressed with 
the high quality of schol- 
Peasants are being tortured and killed 




hall  events. 
arship appearing in 
the 
Spartan Daily. 
for it with blur tax dollars.

















buy a VCR and a 
Junior
 
testers, Demonstrators the Banc of U.S. Society." was an in- 
BMW, and hope,
 as 
we sit and 






 No I hese activists arc not loafers, they are 





the human family to do something about it. 
This is their






Residence halls not 'dormitories' 
Editor. 
What




Defined in the 1986 edition 
of Webster's New World Dic-
tionary, a dormitory is: "A room, building, or part of a build-
ing 
with sleeping accommodations for a number of people." 
'len years ago, the term "dormitory" was an acceptable 
description for 
the  residence halls, but this isn't 
true
 now. 
doesn't have dormitories They arc called residence 
halls the correct and appreciated 

















stile-v of the 
  
this
 country For 
instance, I didn't know
 protesters
 were "ma-




that  they 
ate goldfish. Nor did I know that El Salvador President 1)uarte 
had 
received a death 
threat,  or that the demonstrators
 protesting 
in Sacramento




seekers'' out for a good time 
I've always believed 
protesting
 is an 
essential
 part of any 
democracy
 'Iltornas Jefferson said protesting is "a 
medicine  
necessary for the sound health of government ' Jefferson. iii 
recall
 correctly, advocated






 not advocating revolution,  





 feel  
a need to exercise 
their right to petition and assemble It sounds as if Jefferson 
would have been too 
radical
 hir modern times 
Mc idea of simply write oft activists as people who 'liar-
ticipate
 for the sake
 of doing
 






"bane'  ' it








sun,. up those involved
 in the 
protest 
movement  as a bunch of mcandenng goldfish swallow-





















































































































It is time for women to do 





 must make definite, 
conscious  
career plans. We must 
accept












 also consider opening their own 
businesses. Statistics show 





While higher salaries 
per  se will not ensure happi-
ness. 
they
 will provide 
more peace of mind and the possi-
bility for
 more vaned experiences which




   
es registration




 or change 
- a major. 
We're 
struggling
 to put together a schedule
 of 
classes that 
will  meet university 
requirements.  be compa-
tible with our 
work  
schedules  and, we





of the parking crunch 
Hut, 
while  we're coping 
with  

















 of the rest










 nix determine 











F.C. Walters is 
an


































Daily start writer 
It 












































 of a 










drove  around 
two cones
 which 





















 both had 






 Mr. Rude's driver 






 cut into 
me. I hit the
 
brakes and
 that pitched me 
sideways  and 
I 
went
 off the course." 
Alvis, 




tween 2(K) or 300 
miles a 
week  from 
Palo  
Alto to 
San Jose for the 
past two years, 
finished one minute and 
20
 seconds 




resulted in a 






known as a 
h:cumbent,


















winner was the 
California




Roger  to 
break 60 
miles  per 
hour  
and 
































clude  a 






































aily start photographer 
"Mr. Rude," a 
human -powered 
vehicle, won second









 cost more than 
$20,000. 
entry in the sprint race with ANIS clock-
ing a 











 the  sprint at 
48
 mph. 
"We expect Roger to break 60 
miles per hour and Angie to break 50 
miles per hour next time out which 
would break the woman's land speed re-
cord,"  said
 Pete Mayadag, 
president  of 
the student 
chapter  of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical
 Engineer, Region 9. 
Niles won first place in the wool-
en's road race,
 finishing four minutes 
ahead of her closest
 competitor. 
SJSU was judged first in
 the static 
judging and design 
competition,  which 
included








represented  every 
CSU and Univer-
sity of California 
campus and 
colleges  in 











Region  9 of 
the  ASME 
and
 is open to 
any  school. 
This





































 Hexcel Crwp.. which 
supplied the 
project  with advanced com-
posite materials, Mayadag said. 
The retail
 
value  of the components
 
and 
material for Mr. Rude, which 
were
 
contributed by  over 20 sponsors, ran 
over $20,000
 said Mike Wong, fund 




 first place 
finish  by 











were spent by 10 to 15 students,
 most of 
which were mechanical
 engineering stu-
dents. on designing and building Mr. 
Rude. said Mark Buesing,
 student pro-
ject 
coordinator  and mechanical engi-
neering student. 
Buesing 








parts it the 
%chicle.
 
The first is 
the modified 
bicycle  which 







 front huh 
which  allows 
for pcdling and steering
 through it. 
The top of 
the bicycle and the 
di:tier 
are 
covered  by a 
fairing,  a hood-ty
 pc 
form made of carhop
 fiber and Le% lac 
- 
a material used
 for bulleaproot YeSth  
around 
honey  comb 






 Service will offer 
measles immuni/ations from II to 10 
a.m. today in Health Building. Room 
210. Call Oscar Battle Jr. at 277-9074 
for information. 
   
SJSU Student International Medita-
tion Society 
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iii  hi 
1:30 p.m. today in the Student Union 
Montalvo Room. 
Call  Bruce Smith at 










a.m.  to 1:30 































 from 2 to 
3:30 
p.m. today












will  present 































 at 3:30 















 will be 






p.m.  today at












































 present a 
lecture  by 
Rudy
 








 4 p.m. 







































ciety  and 
E.G.G.  
will



























































































 in the Spartan 
Memorial. Call El 
Kim  at 778-1071 for 
information.
 
   
Chicane Alliance will hold a meet-
ing from 3:30 to 
4 p.m. tomorrow in 
With lqu ist library 







   
History'
 Department will present 
speaker Nimdas Panagopoulas at 4 p.m. 
Monday in the Student Union 
Costori-
noun 
Room. Call Thomas Wendel at 
377-3815 for infiwmat ion . 




speaker  I). Toll of 
Union  
Bank at 5 p.m.
 Tuesday in the Student 













 brushing aside 
harges of 
protectionism,
 voted 218 to 214 




stilt sanctions against 




the  United States. 
The approval of 
the  amendment by 
Rep 
Richard  A 
Gephardt. 
1)-Mo..




which  had claimed the 
measure could





around  the 
world.  
It came just hours 
before  Japanese Prime Minister Ya-
suhiro Nakasone 
was scheduled to 
arrive  on a  
three-day 
mission  to 
ease trade 
frictions  a visit clouded










 in Congress, but 
administration  officials 
also 
suggested  in advance
 of Nakasone% visit that 
President  
Reagan is not 
yet ready to lift existing 








proposal  would require 
nations  with large 
trade surpluses with the United States to 
reduce those im-
balances by 
10 percent a 
year
 or face 
retaliation
 in the 
form
 
of tariffs or 
quotas. 
Japan ran a 
record  $59 billion 
trade
 surplus with the 
United 
States last year - 
the major single 
contributor  to 
this nation's overall




 is likely to affect West Germany,
 Tai-
wan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Italy. 
CHP  officer tried 
SAN DIEGO









 with murdering 




another woman twice in 12 days 
and  both 
times 
questioned her at the bottom
 of the same highway ramp 
where the student's body was found. 
Amy
 Ilis:ppner, testifying 
Wednesday  in the prelimi-
nary 
hearing
 for Craig Peyer, said 
she was stripped on 
southbound Interstate
 15 by Peyer at  
9:45  p.m. on Nov. 
26
 
for having a headlight out of 
adjustment,
 and was ordered to 
lake the
 Mercy Road exit in north
 San Diego. 
She said Peyer
 pulled










 to leave 
the highway and 
stop at the bottom of the 
unlit  off-ramp. 
'The second time I saw
 him and said 'You again?' and 
Ile 
appeared
 startled," Floeppner said.
 ''He stuttered a little 
bit and
 said. 'You're headlight




-year -old said Peyer  
detained  her for 45 minutes
 
the 
first  time. 15 minutes the 
second.
 Neither stop resulted 
in Floeppner being cited for any offense. 
Peyer. a 13 -year
 CHP veteran, is charged
 in the Dec. 
27 strangulation 
of
 20 -year -old San Diego State
 University 
student Cara 
Knott  of El Cajon. 




  A charity kitchen that serves 
about 200 needy a day has banned groupies of the Grateful 
1k -ad rock band from its 
food  lines. 
'They
 
obviously don't want to work,  and they don't 
want to 













"just try to find places 




He said as many as 100 fans cat free 
lunches  at the 









service  organization begins its sixth year of 
operation.  The 
Grateful Dead  is due to 
play at 1.aguna Seca on May 9. 
Kitchen director Peter 
Carota
 said last week he will 
start  interviewing diners to ensure that
 the
 




 at the 
kitchen




Deadheads.  Their tie-dyed
 
elothes  often bear 
the 





 escapes  briefly 
SAN 
DIF:GO
























 of the loo to visitors. 
'Ilk 30
-minute




hour after a gardener
 
spotted  Ken  
Allen.  a Bornean orangu-
tan. on the wrong side
 of a moat surrounding his enclosure.
 
"It's real serious because 
hems potentially very. danger-
OUS. 700 
spokeswoman
 Georgeanne Irvine said. "He's 
now 4'  
feet 






 hint he 
could  be hurt, 
especially  if Ken 
Allen 
was  agitated. 
" 
As
 keepers chased the lh-y ear -old primate
 throughout 
the zoo.










his  enclosure on his own as the circle
 tightened 
around him. 
Irvine said Ken Allen's escape was
 his first in nearly 
two years and 
surprised
 /or, uitlici.mts 






 was strengthened 
following
 his last 
attempted escape in August 19145.
 
Beverly Hills eateries 
hurting  
BEVERLY HILLS - 
Malcolm  lee has stopped
 
eating in restaurants here 









Except for an occasional  bite at the 
bar,
 where smok-
ing is allowed, lee and other ex -patrons say
 they refuse to 
eat where
 they cannot smoke. 
"We  miss them." Lee said of his 
former  haunts, but 
added: "We 
can't  go back there anymore. 
Restaurateurs
 say the month -old no
-smoking  ordinance 
needs to be 
amended  to 
help restaurants 
surviye  But 
Bev-
erly  Hills Mayor Benjamin H. Stansbury 
said
 that's "wish-
ful thinking at the moment... 
"I 
think  the days of public smoking are over.' 
he said. 
The 
Beverly Hills ordinance. 
which took effect April 
3, prohibits smoking in restaurants. except 
those in hotels, 
and bans smoking
 in retail stores and at public 
meetings.  
Patrons  
may smoke in 
restaurant
 bars. 
"No matter which 
way we analyze the figures. 
we're  
seeing drops
 over the comparable periods in 
the  prior years, 
and I 
think that goes for everyone."
 said David %wad,  
co-
owner
 of the Rangoon Racquet 
Club  in Beverly Hills and a 
director of the 
Beverly  Hills Restaurant 
Association. 





 (API  
Fisherman's  
Wharf  hooks 
more tourists than any other San 
Francisco attraction,  but 
city .planners say the maritime and fishing industry,prehu-
mably luring visitors has been overwhelmed 
by
 tacky4  awe -
laced businesses. 
A scathing. 3(81 -page 
report
 released by, tataifiraliti-
cisco Planning
 Department characterued




 difficult to find, inhospitable and
 unsuita-
ble for a major
 tourist destination. 
Fish Alley,  the heart of the city's fishing industry, is 
all but hidden, and "views down the narrow alleyways pen-




cut  or not 


















skip the mandatory frog 
ni 
bon project in her biology class. 
lender Graham, recovering trom
 
the chicken pox, said she was disap 
pointed









an "A' average 
































and  4 
p.m.
 
Monday  Friday 
51









APRIL JAZZ SERIES 











































San Jose  298438S 
BIG  SHOT NIGHT 
Be A 
Big  Shot . . 
Buy 
a round of 
drinks 




















































sweep over t IC -Santa Ow 
was 
lust what the psychiatrist ordered
 
lbe Spartan.. have been involved in 
29 games that 
have  been decided 
by two
 








compile  a 
very respect-
able 31-21 record. 
Piram said 
all the 
close  hall 
games have 
taken an emotional 
toll
 on 








 slug and the Spartans 
SJS1.1 cruised to a 




IS -1 and 9-0. 
"It was nice today, to sit back, 
relax, and not feel the pinch every sec-
ond," 
Piram  said. "It 
seems  every 
game 





third  or fourth
 




guys needed that type of mental situ-
ation.




So. a tslaved l'train
 delegated au-
thority His assisionis did most of the 
game 











lot iking at 
plaer'
 me-
chanics. hoping to detect any minor 







to take a 
look at our young 
players,
 guys I need 
to make decisions
 
on in the 
very near future. I wasn't under
 
any 






Piram was encouraged by what he 
saw,  especially 






a beautiful diving stop, and catcher Gene 
Northwa 
"1-01 the most 
part.  I was happy 
with what
 I 
saw," he said. "Dellinger 
really loses  the 
game.  He plays hard and 
aggressive tie loves playing baseball. I 
like that type of enthusiasm. 
"And. I liked the way
 Northway 
handled the pitchers. lie stayed on them 












the year, limited 
the Hallam' 





eight  batters, including a 
bat-








set a new 
single




a good win for 
Matt,  be-
cause he's 
had a tough 
year,"  Piraro 
said. "ties 
been the guy 
we've  brought 






things have happened. 
"It's kind 
ot
 an award 
for him 
today.  He 
got





for  hum,'' 
For the
 Spartan batters,
 they must 
have 
thought







 I ri 
hits, including
 round 









 fielder Rod Pierce had
 three 
consecutive
 singles and 
stole  two base,. 
and Todd Eagan also
 contributed three 
hits, including 
two  doubles. The 
desig-
nated hitter 
scored  three times in the 
wild  
first game. 
It was a 
day  to pad their 
hailing
 a, 


























 into their 
weekend  series 
against  
the 
PCAA-leading  Fullerton 




 guys we're going 
to count on 
this weekend - Viera. iRickt 
Anderson, (Greg) Banda -
 to get  some 
confidence."  Piraro said. 
"We're  going 
to 
need to won: some




 game Tuesday. Tom
 
Hutler's first inning sacrifice fly, scoring 
Chris I atsaca. stood up as the game -win-
ner. 
Mark Dover won his first game ot 
5.151' pitcher 
Mall Christian unleashes a 
pitch against the I. .C -Santa 
Crut Haitaiiii Slugs Tticsdav
 afternoon at Spartan 
Diamond.



























 in the 
third in-
ning 
and  John 
Vemiest





 Cancilla and Rob 
Thomas.
 who had 





 guarantee of a 
sure win, based on 

















with  the Titans
 
"At this stage of the season, the 

















 had good games today. 
"We 
can't go down it, 
Fullerton
 
with a had mentzd 
state, because they're 














By Stephen Ellison and Jeff 
Goularte
 




travel  south 
to clash v
 
tilt the mighty Titans. 

















I I 211  and the 
other from 
Fullerton  State (15- I I 
The Spartans
 have gone 
through  a 
season that's 
been filled 
with ups and 
downs. This 
was  most evident against 
their  last PCA A 
toe,
 long Reach State
 
last weekend,





























 a firm grip on 














coach  Sam 
Piram 
will he hoping for 



















playing  our 
best baseball,  





talent.  We 
don't  match




beaten  some 
good teams 
this year. 
If we play 
well and 
don't  
panic,  we 
can  heat 
them."
 
















series  is beine  
played 
on
 Titan Field. 
"As a rule, 






















































'It's  going to come down to: Can 
we hit Fullertons pitching'? They have 
outstanding pitching." 
Although the Titan's overall ERA 
of 3.65 is less









Mike Harkey,  
whim
 has been nation-
ally 
recognind
 as the top collegiate 
prospect,
 is 6-2 with a 3.32 ERA. Har-
key's fastball has been clocked at 
90
-
plus miles per hour. 
Senior 
I any Casian is  8-1 with 
a 
2.90 ERA and  Longo Garcia
 is 9-2 with 
a4,47 
ERA. 




of their strongest components, yet 
they are hardly lacking offensively. They 
have compiled a team batting 
average
 of 
.298. about 20 points better than SJSU.
 
"They have great balance." Num 
said. "They have a good blend
 of 
power  
and speed. That's why they are where 
they arc." 
Designated -hitter Andy Mota 
leads  
the Titans with a .397 mark and has con-
tributed 23 11141. Mark Baca. the center
 
fielder,  is batting .380, has 32 RBI and
 
leads the PCA A with 34 stolen bases. 
Greg Mannion adds power to 
the 
squad















at Fullerton State. 
'fen times he has 
guided
 
his  team to 
post









good ill a showing 
this year. 
"A 
lot of work had to 
be done." 
Garrido 
explained.  "A lot of things 
needed to happen and not all of 
them
 



















teams  in 
the PCA 
said " I he) ha, s. 
mu 
Ver.,. stroll? ...Lc  
pitchers 
It the Spartans are anticipatior 
would he a triumphant series v 
they must he prepared both
 
phy  
and mentally.  
"We 
want to make sure we're in M. 
right 
mental  state that's step 
one.-
Piram said. "We may
 play the best ball 
we've played all year and still not
 get 
win. 









 with them . 
Garrido. on 
the  other 
hand.  will
 be 


































 own cal lit
 with 
no 

































defense  can ciiiiitil, 
mem our 
pitching.' 
 he said. 
"l hi, 
whole 




for  runs. Hopefully  it 
w II 
all  work 
out 
Projected starters  for 
Friday's  
opener 
are right-hander Dan Archibald 
for 








   
301W. 



















  g the 
distance and 
o inning 15-1. The Spartans 
wuiti 
the %mini(' game  
if
 I he 
Iv'. itt hill 9-O. 
WANT
 TO LEARN A 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
but can't attend class 
regularly?  
Try our self -paced learning programs in French, 
German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian and Spanish. 
No 
formal  classes. Take 1-5 units semester. 
Work in lab 
or by arrangement with instructor
 in 
lab car 
home.  Text, tapes, software.
 
New: Advanced














 at SH 
219.  
SPEND
 YOUR SUMMER 
IN SANTA CRUZ 
June 22 -July 24, 
1987  
Session  I 




Cruz offers a 








 UC admission, 
special
 GPA or 
special  non-
resident




















































































match  5-4 
By Jeff 
Geelane  

















































 replay of Monday's
 








 difference, was that 
SAL; had 



















 the Spartans to even
 their record at 
10-10. 
heading
































 I was pleased with 
the team's performance,"
 
Visser said. "We've had
 two tough, long matches, 
We'll  take 
a day off, 
practice Thursday, then hope for















































Spartans  top 
player won













the  third set, 
she almost 
came
 back from 
a 2-4 deficit,
 but 
eventually lost 5-7. 




 also lost 
her 
singles 
match.  Rut she 
teamed with
 Stockman 
to win a dra-
matic
 doubles 























wanted  to win) 
more  
than life. I 
had to win. I couldn't
 





 playing at 
No.3. won 








 the first 
set 




 after a 
pep  talk 
with
 herself 








the next two 
6-4.  6-3. 














said.  "I kept




got  my feel 
back for 
the  ball. 
Then.  I was 
able to pick 
it 
up, 





the  same time) I 
was thinking I 




especially  when I 












 late in 











 6-7,6-2, 6-3. 
"I really
 wanted to 
win."  Vultee said.
 "I was happy lii 







 lost my 
concentration
 at the
 end of 
the first 









combined  to 
earn





























































players.  the Spartans 110-10, 
2-5 







them  to place well in the team 
competition
 
But,  in a year in which SJSU has 
been beset by many problems  like 
losing
 their
 coach to UCSB and not hav-
ing a full complement of players
 at the 
beginning of the year  the Spartans 







 the message is  
don't count 
them out, especially the way 
they've 
been
 playing of late. 
Coach
 Mary Visser. 
who  replaced 
Lisa 
lieritrhoff in September,
 isn't sure 
how
 the team will fare against
 the likes 
of 
defending  PCAA 
champion
 San 
Diego  State. but she 
expects
 them to 
plus
 
hard, as they have all year. 
"I really 
don't  know what to 
ex - 
pect." she 
said.  "The PCAA has a lot ist 
tough teams  UC-Irvine.
 UOP, San 
Diego State and 




 as well as we have 






 "I can't ask for anything
 more 
We have as good a 
shot as any middle 
level
 team." 




Kristen Hildebrand have 
the  opportunity 
to 
place, although she doesn't
 really 
know where 
they, and the other Spar-
tans,  
will  be seeded. That 
determination
 
will be hashed out 









 the Spartans have one 
advantage  
the home court  
and  it 
could
 be a huge benefit. 
In
 addition, the 
parents
 of many SJSU 
player's  will be 










 "I just 
hope 
we're  hot. It's our 
home  court, 
we're used to the
 conditions. 
"And the 




 a lot of 
incentive.  The 
stage is set 
















the  No.4 
seed with 















"I think I have
 a little advantage
 
playing at No.4 singles  
the  competi-
tion won't be as 
strong as No.1, Pas -
Icy -Miller
 said. "Hut I'm just going
 to 
go out and 
do my best." 
Pat  





Davis  and 



















 the way I 






































though  they 



































































































scheduled  to 
begin 
with 
the  singles 
qualifying  round 
Friday 













at 10 a.m., 
and  the finals 
will  be 












team will receive two 
points  for 
each  
vic-
tory in the 
championship 
rounds. one 
point  for each 
consolation  and 
qualifying  
round win 




The top -six 








other  in the 
qualifying  
rounds. 
Visser will only 
ask  her team to do 
the




a lot of 
incentive.  The stage 
is set 
for them to be 
heroes if 












don't  know what 
to ex - 
pect.  - she 
said. "It's




















weeks This is 
it 
- the grand 
finale. I 
hope







366 So. 1st Si. 
1. San Joss 291-3800
 
MUST END SOON! 
A 













SEP. ADMIT FROM --ROOM-
Can Int 


































































As a student, 





hunt  this summer. Why 
not let TIMESAVERS 










































and  NO 


















































































































VALLEY  FAIR 
FRIES  SNAKES  
Buy 1 Burger, Get 























dead would mean 
to allow them to 




 Wiesel ae# 
Part of Yom 



























While  he 
Was pitching for 
SJSU, 
Mark Langston dreamed of 
pitching in 
thc 







step to the big leagues," I angston said. 
"I nine" 
thought  about the big leagues 
until I was 
plkinDg  in AA baseball " 
that was
 in IWO 
when he 
was 
pitching for the Seattle Mariners  AA 
club in Chattanooga, 'term lie finished 
the 
season  with a 14-9 record striking out 
142 hatters in 
1914






The hollowing year. he was pitching 
for the Mariners. His major league debut 
















(nun their 1982 








 pitched the first six 
innings and 
got the win as Seattle defeated 
Milwau-
kee 5-3. 
He went on 
to post a 17-10 record 
and led the American
 league in strike-
outs with 204. lie was named that 
league's rookie pitcher 
ot the year. 
New York Met pitcher Dwight 
Gooden
 led the National league 
making  




led both leagues in strikeouts. 
lie finished second in overall rookie 
of the year voting to teammate Alvin 
Davis. 
Other highlights 





 Spartan pitcher in-
cluded firing a two -hitter against the De-
troit Tigers on Aug. 
29. The Tigers went 
on to win the World Series that year. 
 was pitching real good at the
 
time... 1.angstim said  'I had confidence 
at that 
point  tit the season, and it carried  
over
 from one game to another.' 
Fie struck out 12 hatters in 
three 
separate 












Chicago and Boston. 





struggle for Langston. who suffered 
through  a six
-game
 losing streak and was 
placed on the 21 -day 
disabled  list with  a 
strained flexor








earned  run 
average.  
He returned 
strong in 1986, once 
again leading the 
American  league in 






















Seattle's pitching coach. "That includes 
Dennis Leonard when he won 20 games
 
for Kansas City and Rick Sutcliffe when 
he




He set a Seattle record for strikeouts 
in a single 
game. funning 15 
Cleveland  
Indians in the Mariner's
 6-1 win June 25 
Langston also 







"lie ranks with some of the best 
pitchers I 
caught in iny playing career."
 
said Phil Roof, 
Seattle's  bullpen coach. 
"lie 
has  the same determination and 
de-
sire as Jim 
"Catfish"  Hunter and Jim 
Kaat did." 
'lie is the best pitcher
 I've 
ever worked 
with.  That 
includes  Dennis Leonard 
when




City  and Rick 
Sutcliffe  when he 
won  the 
Cy 
Young award




 Billy Connors, 
Seattle Mariners 
pitching coach 
With these impiessiye statistics, 
one might 
think  that 
Langston  is well 







which has never had a Vk mumg  team in 
its 10 years oh 























and  pitch.'' 
The future is wide open for Lan-
gston. Connors sees big things happen-
ing for I.angston. 
"He is a Cy Young Award -type 
pitcher,'  Connors said "He has unlim-
ited potential ' 
I he baseball scouts knew of Lan 







 the season 
with  a 
6-2 record and a 
2.49 ERA. He struck
 
out 1 1 1 hatters
 in 101 innings. He was
 
named 
the all -Northern 
California  Base-
ball Association
 tirst-teum pitcher. 
While













second -team college all-
American.  
That
 June. the Mariners 
made Lan-
gston its No. I 
pick  in the draft I angston 
was the 







 with the Mariners, and 
was 
assigned  to Bellingham, 
Wash.. 
rookie level
 of the Northwest
 league. 
Ile was 
7-3 with a 3.39 ERA and struck
 
twit 97 in 85 innings. He 
was  named to 
the NWT
 All -Star team.
 
He was promoted to Bakersfield of 
the  
California  




where  he was 
12-7.  He 
finished fifth in the league
 with a 2.54 




 is now 
the ace of 
the 
Seattle pitching staff. Seattle manager 
Dick Williams said there is no telling 
how good 
1.angston can be. 
"Fie 
could he a big winner for
 us," 




Langston. who is 
known for his 
fastball, can also throw other pitches as 
situations
 dictate. 
'He can throw 
a hard -breaking 
sinker pitch when 
he
 needs to get a 
ground
 
hall  out." Roof said.  "He 
has 
such 
good command of his pitches that
 
he knows when to get 
a strikeout and 
when to get a ground out.' 
Roof said 
that Langston's best at 
tribute is
 his
 work ethic. 
"He wants to he the best." Root 
said. "When he goes to the bullpen hit 
some extra work,  he pitches as hard 
as he 
does when he is in a game. I wish some 





But his doesn't only work hard 
when he is on the mound. 
"He even practices hard when he 
is
 
taking batting practice."  Roof said. 









Da% is, Phil 
































il . I a 
Nor-
man Jefferson can take a mkt:. even 
when it's an elaborate




 as the last 
man
 cho-
sen in the 
NI
-1 shalt 






 a human 
being... 
Jefferson  said Wednesda%
 
Jefferson.
 a cornerback at 1 Miro:ma 
State University
 
was the 1;5th  player 
chosen, at 
2:05 Wednesday morning, 
taken by the Green Bay Packets the 
last pick of the last
 round. 






 the teaM. I'm plait I was 
drafted," Jefferson 
said 
Fie wasn't sure,  as the IN -hour draft 
wore on, that he would ever get a call I 
didn't




had  pis en 




drafted.  Jetlerson 
has been
 
invited to he the guest
 tit honor 
in June at Newport Beach for the 12th 
annual 
Irrelevant  Week, during which he 
will receive the 
annual 1 ow sman tro-
phy 
"It's a gorgeous bronle trophy 
It 
features a 
loothall  player, 
mouth
 agape. 
just dropping the football It's a 
laugh.  










/week  in cannery 
 Earn
 
$8,000-S12.000+  for 2 
months on fishing vessel 
 
Over
 8,000 openings 









































during a day at Disney - 
land. has,.






l'ark and share a dais w 
imbi 
hase 
ball Hull of lamer Miekey 
Mantle at a 
sports
 
award  banquet. 
There 
will
 he a 
superstar
 sports 
competition in such 
events as a wet 
sweatsuit  swim 
and a blindfold rowboat 
race, lie 
will be taken to Rent+. Nev.. for 
the nightlife, then hack to Newport 
bleach for farewell ceremonies. 
"It sounds like fun," Jefferson 
said ' 
 It's no( like
 
someone  
trying to pm 
you dow
 nisi 
;wry  OM' 
has  mg fun."
 
1 le 





would  entoy most shaking 
hands  with 
114.-kev 
%louse or Alickey
 Unite "I 
guess Alickey 
Mouse,






story  teller tor 
kids  when 1 
etiming
 up,' 
lie  said. 
Jetterson's  
coaches




 can follow the 
path






 careers. In 1983. 
the late John 
'juggle was the last pick. 
and 
he won a spot 
at fullback with 
the 
Giants. Tyrone 
McGriff was the 
last
 pick 
of the 1980 
draft, and he 
became  a start-
ing guard





Appointment  Effective May
 1987 
Applications Available in 
the Student Activities 
and 




 with design artwork 




S4 65-55 50 per 
hour  
15-20 hours per 
week 































































respect as an 
Army 























































 up before a 
game against 
the  Oak-
land  Athletics 
at the Coliseum.























 BLVD & 
BUDD  
AVE 
Children of a Lesser God 
1 30 5 30 9 30 
Black Widow 
3 




 30 7 
40 10 45 
3 for 
the  Road 
2 55 6 








































Bring in this ad 
for  a FREE PEPSI 
with admission 
Expires 





















 degree is a 
move up 
And now 
you can move up to a 









you are working on an 
advanced degree or graduating 
with a Bachelor's Degree between 
October 1, 1986 and September 30. 
1987,  you may
 qualify for this 
special college 
graduate  purchase 
program.
 
If you do, 
you'll receive a $400 
cash 
allowance  from Ford. Make
 
your


















money  toward 
your down
 payment, 






 or lease 
The money is 
yours 
whether
 you finance or not. 
The amount of 
your























hurry.  If a vehicle
 
is 
not  in 
dealer  
stock you must order 
by
 









31.  1987. 
GET
 ALL 












































By Annie M. Belt 
Daily staff writer 
Anthropology
 






















































 of the 
archeologi-
cal team,
 headed by Slat 
graduate
 stu-
dents Jeff Hall and 
Mark  Hylkema. are 
the 
hired 







in SJSU archeology 
classes
 were chosen 
to head the team. Leventhal
 said. 
Ohlone  employees are working in 
full 
cooperation  with the 
















 similar  
,itcs,  Leventhal said. 
"Basically  we're seeing a capsule 
of time around 






that  is not 




"The kind of site that we're work-
ing on reveals  a complex,
 stratified so-
ciety .  I evanthal said.
 
The I9 -month -old excavation is 
nearly complete. But 
artifact
 dating and 
cross -site comparisons
 will probably 
continue 







to date includes more 
than 80 burial,,  
numerous  grave goods. 
cooking and 
hunting implements and 
a 
diversity of animal remains and ecologi-
cal information. Hylkema said. 





 burials in 
the Bay 
Area 










were  found 
in an extended 
position,  
I.eventhal said. 
This difference could indicate a cul-
tural 
influence  from the central 
Sacra-
mento delta Native
 Americans, or per-
haps the










 goods uncovered are unusual. 
Leventhal said. 
Many of the 
burials  included nu-
merous, ornate °hied,







 the head 
and 










director Alan I.eventhal holds 
a 700 -year -old 













 I c% enthal
 said. 
The traditional














"they were simple hunters arid gatherers 
and they 
lid




Hylkema  believe the 
picture





 in a va-
riety of 
pursuits  including complex trade 
networks
 and the manufacturing of di-
verse
 items 
representing  social status. re-
ligious and ideological belief systems. 
Hylkema  
said.  














 there but 









interpreted  finds 
in line with 
their 
conception









 said the Hay Area 
Ohlone  
are initiating


















 because of 
histori,  al 
displacement,















 place:. he said. 
Thursday  
Nite Cinema 






























































tel 1 21 
At 
the Corner of 
San Carlos & 
Fourth 



























































































































































Glen Wilson, an archeology 







 by the Ohl 
Indians signifying high





















Before you burn out on 
studying, pick
 up the 
phone  and call Domino's 
Pizza. In just 30 
minutes 
well deliver
 hot, delicious 























11am-2am  Fri & Sat 
OPEN 
FOR  LUNCH 
 30 Minutes
 or $3 Off! 
 Employment Opportunities 
Available
 











































Any 12" 2 -item































Expires in two 
weeks.  





Fast, Free Delivery' 
I 
zb 4 




i 14 510 S 





























































rage  I 
' We have
 to he very much attune to 
the 
needs  
of these students 
such when 
Iii










 torum goes e%cryone 
on campus a 
chance  to meet the individu-
als and














Vach candidate inters 
lea
 s with the 
A VI' search 
cimmuitee.
 President Gad 
flillerton  and other appropriate 
people. 
he said. 
Recause the topics ot the forums
 are 
left open to the candidate. S.IMI commu-
nity members 







'Irhe remaining candidates 







HON.:  I 
termini
 I .1.1.0111.
 I hi 






sity at Hayward 
and Richard W ilharns. 
California 

























 May 5. W 
May  7. Limon May I 2 and 









 focused on minorities in higher 
education
 ticcause he said he has both a 
personal and protessional
 interest in this 
area. 
"Bringing minority-
 groups into 
mainstream education
 is a moral obliga-
tion. It's also practical because they are 
heem




tion;  !loth,' said. 





problems is by going to families and 









is too late, he said 













in the foretrom: he said 
MIN, also 
brictiv  addressed the im-
pact 







































It's in the black now
 and I hips 
stay there  
because
 it's going to I, 
with
 
costs  increasing,  
Ihilho  
At the end of his 
'amen,
  
listed a feu changes he might 
consid,
 





















iisr;urs is seriously het, 
the amount 
needed  
In order to 
change this, he said 
h 
need







A topic of 
interest tor new studs
 
was liolho's
 suggestion that the sch,  
devise seminars
 tor freshmen 
to 
other students and 









 . especially at .1 
commuter 












 no meet 
still,OW 
Council








in order to learn 
mu,  
about  the individual. 
The A' I' 




 and review 
candi-
dates
 Mr the position. 
When
 John
 Ciruher resigned the 
AVP position in May 

















inters losing each of 
the  sit 
remaining






 w ith three 
names.  
She  will make the 























depending  on 
the tran..lio.
 
needed by the 
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 Wolf and 
Fair Oaks 
Cars  


































































Students  Program 
Board di-
rector, said she 
was 
-caught 
off -guard" by a proposed 
revision  
of Act 50, an act 
that
 
establishes  the 





Roger  Wert 
failed  to notify the
 board 


















Shirley  Crir, 
19.  said she 





checked  the 
carport









 and was just in time 
to see her 
car 
disappeanng



















































































reached  I 
stage  beyond 
ploneerir.  Met 
promises






the U S Joln ire for




















 DAY AT FIVE
 BRANCHES
 IN-









Primary  Meth/are  
Provider  






curriculum  which can 
prepare 
you for Mi. new,  yet traditional 




beyond  Monitoring 
that 
prom..   growing






US Join us for
  dey of lec-





May 9. 9AM - 
4PM,
 TOO 71h  
Avenue.  Santa 
Crux 






























etc RI- & 
mono-lIngud,
 all me-

















nod  Save your
 tooth. eyes 
and roomy too For 
Infornietfon
 
and brochure ern. 




A nare of $12 billion 
student  aid fund in 17 
or 887 
Find

















WE SELL IBM COMPATIBLE
 com 
puler XT complete 
system
 for 
070, AT compiete 
system  for 
S1195 PC -CON. 
computer  & 05' 
00500009 404 S 3rd St . corner of 
San 
Salvdor,  795-1606 We 
et-
c.. VI.









CREATE  YOUR own living 
 sleeping mime with our
 futons. 
 ar heroes 
Customs Fu-
ton. & 
Pillows  Plus. 900 S Win-
chester Blvd (betwn 
Moorpark  & 
WillimmISen  Jose 296-8181
 10% 
Cliscount
 on futons w ad 
RESEARCH PAPERS 15,778 
Aost-
a/et Catalog 52 00 Rematch,  
11322 100110.
 0206. Lot An. 
9.1.0.90025 TOI LFREE HOT 
LINE 
11013-351-0222.ext  33 VIS-
A'MC or COD 
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND 
Del TA ioopoed
 101 Nees 01.0 
$65 MHC Skye'.
 Sales offers 
low-coel
 transportation med. for 
if. student All sales
 final 30 day 
guarentee Days 
942-7736,  Eves 
293-4780  NM for Joe 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING' 
Summer Ceram' Good Pey 














salespeopie to work p1 Promo -
honer 





344-4436   
COUNSELOR-WORIX WITH AUTISTIC 
children
 in group hon. Great 
expo, for psych & spec ed atu-
dents Coll. -F. 
9-5,  377-5412 
DRIVERS POSITIONS. Pert limo -Avis 




or 0s San Joe*
 Airport 
location Plea. 
apply et 1455 
NP Airport Blvd 
between  Sim 
and
 
toni.  Monday 
through Friday 











































































































































































in Ifte Old 
Colo Bldg 
Croodllne









































































.ch  Send 
check rnde
 to 'City...
 or Vie. 
 MC nen.. 













 204,  5533 
Broodway,  
Oaklend,
 CA 94816  
JOBS'
 JOBS, 
JOBS!  Ideal tor
 du -













 3704090  
I 
EISURE  
SERVICES  IS 
HIRING"  Co-














 Deadline Is 
FRIDAY May Id  
PART & 
FUI I TIME 
RETAIL  HEI 
National firm 
propel/mg  for Spring 
& 









per wk equal 
$235 FT (40) 
.rnings
 per oft equal 
5470 No 
emir is 
needed  bocau.e of our 
in-
terlining on the lob training pro-
wpm 
0000 
...re,  reeding 
skits 






oyallble  & 
some nexibIllty Is 
Mowed during 
Mat evarn in 
addition,  if you 
qualify





 11 you msy 
earn 2.3.4 cred 





 & .peclolly 
sum-
mer break, full
 tame work Is 
avail  
Call today 




cell Mon 'Fri . 
between lOwn & 
2pm 922-0666
 Oil.. line 
is busy, 
please be patient  
try





TIME JOBS", W. 
merket mute 
club 




Part-time,  eesy 
hours, 
weekly 
peychecks  $7 to 










 resume R C SMITH 






















young  Mutts who 
want a 
<Weer  In the
 MODELING
 
prof.alon Cell Howard 
for fur-
ther info 723-4096 
RESIDENTIAL
 COUNSELORS,  
Si 
250  rno 11.1  bd Live In 
SJSU dorms 6 wks, high
 school 
students 3 yrs 
college rqd UP. 
WARD BOUND 277-3120
 
San Jose's finest athletic club has 
fl pt openings for desk, restaurant 







Mopped Now mil shifts 
We will 
train Apply In person  Mon Fri 
Slom-4pm. 260 Meriden Ave . San 
Jose, cell 
296-541410  







availed. Working paint. blind., 
walkovering & floorcovering 











1100 kids/ flow about t AKE 




at 277-8965 tor more Info 
STUDENTS'  MANY LONG term & 
short term & 
p11110.
 jobs
 mat Im 





entry  & clerks Pay 
ranges 















APPI Y NOW, Cell 
942-7470 
I El FM A 
RK TING START TODAY, 
full 
pert  time Flexible horns 




















wort in  
trNnolly  stmosphere 
We we train you to 
make
 top S 





mot..., *Miters.. people 
Mond. 
through  Friday frorn 4 30 
erpre end Saturday 10 to 
34.11  With 
right perso11.  hours min bo 
1.91. 




now  hir 
ing wolNr sew. 6 line cook. 
Apply
 5, porton Morn 24 
wt..  
10343 N 
Worts Rd CuportIno 
WAITRESS 














AM F in 




















































































































































































































20r  1 tra now
 carp., 
pain?  
clean  remodld 555 S OM St 
$610
 ma deposit 415-364-1259 
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH 
of carn. 
pue S425  mu
 has extra on (stu-
dy bdrrn 
for one) Cali 21.-
8647 775-9509 or 
1-800-674-8200 
Also need part-thne mmger 
starting In 
litey  
STUDIO APT AVAILABI E 525-8 24. 





 & both, laundry 





Large  2 bed 
apt with 
7b19 boths Campus one
 





 Mete Fall res 
ervetion  now also, 
SUNNYVALE
 ROOM in 3 bdron 
apt  at 
Wolfe El Camino. 15 min 
to 
SJSU. $740 mo dop (1 2 011) 
Cell anytime 738-8274 
UNFURNISHED RNIS in 
4br home, 
quiet Campbell neighborhood nr 











CONDO style, 1 bodroorn Avail-










 clan, guleil and 
sober  










EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE" 
First-claas
 metaphysical counsel 







guidance, deep sell -knowledge. 
clarifying  Me 
11.0.11100s.  
reletkoship 
compatibility.  end 
profound Insight. Into life dynam-
ic. 
and your soul's  path I hove 
been In privet. practice as a Pro 




 use  
vest 









 rapid. alfeclIve 
and practice' 575 hr. 54530 min 
Reherences. Crol 
Willis
 NI A Call 
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or 
10 00 pl..d  on the
 m.111n9 Ilst for 
rectureswornehops cleat. 




man Went to esteblish  lasting 
reislionship, Pl..
 call Arlen et 
29073013 
FLOTATION AEI AXAT1ON 
Str.sed 
outn", Come to the only floats. 
Hum 
in Northern Cain ornis Meg 
In. 
yourself  floating on  30% se -
111.0 
solution Your body forgets 
the wter The muscles thal 
0.0119 hold you sgainst grevIty 
can now
 
101 Go, The experience 
l ilk. floating 
In space Results/ 
Total  muscular relaietIon You 
come
 away horn the impotence 
heeling you vs boon vacetioning 
Ion.
 we. In Maul Cell now for in. 
formation  or better still. as  first 
Untie floater. call for an appoint 
ment
 and bong this ad for a 25. 
discount  float for $30
 IRAN 
GOUTY PLACE. 445 Weehinglon 
Sr
 . Sante Clefs. 
Cs (406) 243-
7200 
 El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA 
TION"














ARE  PREGNANT end conekl 
effng adoption we ere  
happily  















INSTANT CREDIT" NO <Radii chock, 
No inhered 





iine with full 





oho Nanette! Home Shoppers,  










 IV Whet <en I do to 
prows luv you  




 SN1CKERRAR  lam 
ant not your SUGAR I 
iPS My 
phone is for my use Why 
not  be 
nein and grow up. Guy'
 KIM  
 AI EUROPEAN
 BREAKTHROUGH 
hal. Min core 














ACTUAL  10 
WORKS/0, 
Hee sheer*  put the 
met dovm e 
POTSTICK  FR 
Send $2 SO to 0 X 
Productions 
PO Box 380190,  Milpitas. C 
95035 
WANTED SPERM DONORS of all na 
hone... Call Los 011vos Repro-
ductive





 CO. FOE OF 




FREE  ex 
laminations
 8, trestment 
as pa? of 
 remiarch proiect
 II you have 
had low
 back pain for rnoce than 
? month. 
































'acuity Call before 
June 
1987 end got your 
11.1
 appl al I 2 
price 'Unwonted 
Hair Disappears 
With My Cm, Gwen Cheigren 
O 
E . 559-3500.1645 S Beacom 
Ave,








Spring  Special 
$30 
for you and  
friend  Cell Patty 




reasonable  UNI & 
molllce-
rI.r. statistics 
ZEIS  Research 
Assoc . (MS) 349-4407 
EDITORIAL 
SERVICES  RE -writing 
Thesis development preparation 
StetislIca All fields Catalog Ber 
beIey)415(
 526-4957. 841-5036 
FE
 SIts




due  and you leave 
no resourc. tor ideas or what to 
Mild/ S. Electronics 
le corn 
miffed to offer low coal consult 
log
 needs for the student Cell 
days 942-7736. Eves 293-47130 
ink for Joe 
Et ECTRO1 VSIS CLINIC"UN.
 
WANTED  HAIR removed 
forever  
Confloentiel
 335 S 
Raywood  
Ave San Jose,
 call 247-7406 tot 
appointment 
KEYS MADE, I OCKOUTS opened re-
lieving. locks & deedbolts in-
stalled 
master  keying. 
Call  9 00 
to 6 00 Mon thru Sal (Sun by 
appt only) 
licensed.bonded-rno-
bile 10`). discount on labor with 
this ad Special reties tor senior 
cititens, SJSU students. den & 
faculty FREE estimates  FUER-
°FOGIES ANYTIME! Cell Ron 
Hughes.
 
Evergreen I ock smith & 
Security Services, 







formerly  of K515 
You ye got the party, 
we've  got 
the music. Michel Productions 
provide.  
wide variety of music 
for your wedding,  party. or cleric. 
Ii 
reasonable  W. Cell Doslree 
or Phil





grad  Cherish 
your priceless memories 
forever 
Budget and denim, packages 
e vslieble Compliment/in, 8  IC 
when you mention thls ad For 
FRFF appointment call Paul 
Smith Photography 01 250-1329 
RESUMES"). Olatinclive and Profes-
sional We write and print your re-
sume. presenting your qualitIce-
Dons
 in way theft gets you the 
)01/ Leffler quality laser
 printing 
Cover letters end envelopes dm 
o val! Reasonable rates Student 
discounts






WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK 
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portrelture 
wtth  sensitive touch A verNty 
of peckeges to 
choose from, all 
ressonalny 




AAAA  ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT, 
ACCOUNTABILITY.
 ACKNOWL-
EDGEABLE In typing thet's tops 
trust Tony 296-20137
 Thanks 
SI SO per page double spaced 
Available seinen days weekly 
Quick turnaround 
All work guar 
ante. 
Thanks  
AA ASH PERFECTION, 
LASER
 
PRINTER typeset quellty output 
Word processing
 at Os best Hsot 
done own master 
Mettle  Eimer'. 
enc. In 
resumes. letters. theses, 
profession. back-up
 & group 
prole..
 No lob too email or too 
imp@
 





















































































































































Home On The 
Range 























 PAPER every time Ex-
perienced,  professional word pro-
cessing papers, theses,  re-
stones. office over/low. 
mailings.  
newsletters Student Discounts 
Guaranteed work Only 10 ntin-
ides from campus Words and 
Mora (Pamela) 923-7610 
A ' BEST"PAPER when we'. word -
processed It' Professional 
typing -
editing of your term papers. 
letters, whatever Guar-
anteed emellence Experienced 
Weird processors, dependable. 
fast and evellable N t San Jo. 
Call
 251-0449  
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 





Experienced  in 
term papers,
 thesis. group pro-
jects.
 remotes. manuscripts and
 





 WORD PROCESSING -923-
8461 70% STUDENT 
DISCOUNT  






 prorects welcome 
Freer spell check end disk storage 
Experienced heels and 
publica-




 Word pro. 
cessIng 
instruction available 910 
5 











 SJSU 10 yeers 
eperl 
enc. typing reseerch papers  
menuncripts,
 tape treneCriptiOn 
and will meet Il deadlines Hourly 
Giles Work guaranteed Jane et 
251.5942 
AP& formal, term peper. thesis wet 
comed  10 years typing 
word  pro. 
Ceasing
 exp 1 ettr quelity 
print-
ing Very competitive rates end 
last
 lurn




with  ID 





 17 year, experience 
I 2 block from 
bus  bide Rapid 
turnaround  SeiwtrIc II & Epson
 
10000
 $1 50 page, minimum
 
charge. 55 Available
 seven days 
Conk






theses, book manh 
scripts. resumes,  cover letters. 
mailing 
lists.  etc Minor editing 










BLOSSOM Hil L SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
last.  accurste typing and 
word processing available seven 
days a week Acedemic. business 









 down, Then 
call Gail al A WORD OR TWO
 tor 
quality
 typing of epode and 
theses 287-8442. It no answer
 








APA  specialty 





POI pege end hourly
 
notes Almw 
den Brannen, area 
Free disk stor 















specs. 51 85 page typing & 
lull proof-reading 
Campbell  area. 
iocal 
pickup  & delivery 866,6960 
DAYSTAR SECRETARIAL. Profes 
sional student typist and Skilled 
word proceseor Depondable em 
last, Perfect finished documente 






 St SO per page 
Can Snron et 
Sea-
 el, (To my 







semester rush In 
on') 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 766. 
9448 
Former English moor con 
assist irro grammar. vocebirlary. 










 please Students 
and 'acuity welcome 
WIllow Glen 
area,
 easy to locate Call Mrs 
Morton 266-9448 




 research papers. 
theses  & dissertations 
(G.m.b.H.  
Turablan. AEA 3rd ed 
). scr.n. 
plays.
 resumes. cover & 
totiowup  
letters. 

















turnaround  Santa 






 buelmes. legel 
word 
pr....log mods Tem 
papers, 
reports, 






All  ...wok 
formats  APS 







guaranteed  Professional. quick & 
dependede service al 
AFFORDA-
BL E RATES, 
Call Pam et 247-










rely on accurate 





etc Will eld 
In grammar spelling -
punctuation For prompt
 7 day 





PROFESSIONAL  EDITING OF 
lerm pa-
pers. the... 
oncl  dissairtallorks 
Help 
with  orgeniratIon, grammar
 






.rnkes reel,  reasonable and 




SION. typing & 
business  son, 







quaiity edding typing services.
 
word processing Quick turn-
around R.sonable
 rat.. CON 
707-43330,
 0111 et 42550.155110 
Rd.
 
Surto  024, San Joso  
TERM 




















735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale  
TYPING, REASONABLE
 RATES', 
Sante Clara area Call 240-
5633 
TYPING 6290
 page. mime 05* up, 
minimum charge
 
$S We iiise IBM 
compatible,  Wordster word pro-
cessor and letter querny printer 
PC-COM.  404 S 3rd 
St
 . cornier of 
Son Salvador One 




WORD EXPERTISE Word 
Processing 
thesis dissertation manuscript 
English 









lion oft 1280101911  Call Linda tor 
rates al 996-0764 
WORD PROCESSING, Students. In 
structors. small busInees Term 
papers. thesis. 
resumes  man. 
inns. di...nations,  mass
 melting, 









 Lirnited pick up 
$00110015 
WORD 














tions. mmuscrIpts 6291348  
ZEE'. TYPING AND SECRETARIAL 
SERVICES
 Fst, occur.. vox. 
avails.0  seven dr.  week 10,-
00100 In the Blossorn14111
 $an. 
Teresa  area Call 
XIS.
 0 I 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines 
on
 one day 
One  Two Three 












 Your  Ad Here 
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each 
We)  
I 
3 Lines $355 
$435 $475 $500 
$5 
20 $ 90 
,11111111.11111111111111111111_j_k_i_  
4 








 $5 15 $6 00 $6 
35 $660 $680 
$1 20 




 40 $760 
$1
 35 i11111111111111111111111111111
 I I 
Fach Additional
 
I ne Add $ 80 
Semester Rates (All Issues) 
5-9 Ines $4600  














 is $ 

















SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 




















  Deadline- Two days prior to publication 
San Jose 
State  University 
 Consecutive publication dates only 

























better opportunity to 








ot the tacility 
Another fee re 







unscheduled  use ot all
 facilities by 
current 
students  without 
incurring  
extra lees; 












cluded charging SJSU 
alumni 50 
percent 
























recommendations will go 
before St IHOD 
Tuesda) tor final 
approval 
The ket: 
Center prinect was 
given 
the  go ahead in 
Starch  of 































 from pier I 
Hot  Santa Clara Street 
turned
 out to 
clean the sidewalk in an attempt
 to 
spruce up the area and instill a 
greater 
sense of community spirit . 
"We 
want to have















 We want 
them to know 
the city is 
concerned
 and wants








































































 accused of 
posing
 
as officer at registration
 
OFFI('VR,  litho pier I 







 the nom 
en-
trance of 























 requested he 
kept anony-
mous 
because  she is a witness,
 stopped 




the report stated. 
The attendant 
k tuns, a San Jose po. 
lice officer and informed MVO about the 
incident, which they 
subsequently  in, es 
tigated.  
San Jose police spoke to Martine/ 
and confiscated a security badge, 
and  
turned the case over to the 
UPI)
 Feb. 3. 
said U1'1) investigator Terry Ede!. 
The 
UPD investigated the case fur-
ther and took it to the district attorney
 





Wakshull said a prosecuting
 attornes. 
will not be assigned to 
the case until it 
reaches a pretrial hearing 
Deukmejian
 says cities 









George Deukmejian said Wednesday he 
believes convicted rapist I.arry Singleton 
should have been sent to prison for life,  
but 
said
 cities and counties
 
should
 not be 
able hi 
block  his parole.
 
"1 would personally- have felt. 
based on 
what he did, he 
probably.  
should have 
remained in prison for the 
rest 
of
 his life," the Republican
 gover. 
nor
 said al a Capitol news conference.
 
Hut
 since Singleton's 
14 -year. 4 -
month sentence  was 
according  to state 
law, local officials 
should  










 could result  
in ail , 
les and 




 parolee and "I 
just don 







Singleton  was released 
Saturday 
after serving eight  years of his sentence 
for raping 15 -year -old runaway 
hitch 
hiker Mary
 Vincent. hacking oft he, 
forearms 
with  an 
as
 and leaving her tot
 







 the spnng football
 game Satur-
day . accompanying 
the sale of 
White 
Castle  hamburgers, will 
begin al 
3 p. in.







al 4 general 
news 
conference, Deukmejian 
said he is re-
suming  his Saturday 
radio broadcasts 
this week by 
announcing
 a new 
transpor-
tation 
plan and is sticking
 with his crit-

























Mean Klown,  as they released 
orange and purple balloons into the air. 
City
 of San 
Jose 
representatives  Susan 
Hammer, Joe Hass and Hob Overstreet 
all 
pushed  brooms 
As he swept 
garbage into a bag 
marked
 "Help keep San Jose beautiful:* 
Jack Licursi.  
the head of the East Santa 
Clara Street Revitalirntion Association.
 
spoke
 of the organirntion's 
desire  to 
work with 





'I would like to have a mall 
built  
from  Santa Clara Street 
down Ninth 
Street to the 
university.
 We need a mar-
riage with the university, the city and the 
business community. A lot more emir: 
also be done here aesthetically. Take
 the 
Tenth Street Garage. for instance. 
It's a 
big, gray dinosaur. It wouldn't take 
that 
much to landscape it or do something 
to 
make it mitre 
attractive.**  he said. 
"In the 
old days. the college 
was 
more open. 
Tenth  and Santa Clara 
was 
the original hub 
of San Jose State before 
it 
became a university." I 
Acursi
 said. 















JOSE  STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
MORRIS  
DAILEY  AUDITORIUM 
9 
PM 

























from the Best: Gianni 
Bernardi,  
Mazotto,




 John Henry, Jaymar.  
3 PC. & 2 PC. Spring Suits 
Now Only 
$109.99 
European Design  Reg. 
$249.00 
Suits Sizes 












10% Off Regular  Prices




785 W. Hamilton 
Ave., Campbell (408) 370-1280 




































































































































































































































Res  italif :Ilion Association helps Mihn Vang, of 
Sunrise Eye. 
Near. so cep tip trash 







































































JO for a shori time cash 
day that will 
improve  
t ints 
.111XVI of sour 
grades,
 your future career:
 
your 













fits And you can 
too  
You'll learn about n scion at 
special free lecture on the 








 heard about 
(Si.




that,  it may well
 
change sour Ine 
My
 name is kes in 
Man_  I'm 
President
 of 
the  student gosern 
ment al Maharisht International 
I.Misersitv, where
 students, fac 
Lilly, and staff all practice the TM 
technique I want to tell you three 
things about the upcoming  




 At the 
lecture.  you'll learn 
hou
 
the smote, natural TM 
technique, which





 minutes twice 
a day,  
brings profound
 benefits to 
mold 
and body, and how these benefits 























antung  Ali sonnet,
 
began  Psi, everything
 begone 
noisy and my gmegnnetted 
ammile am. 








Scientific  Research 
2,
 mill also learn 
about the 
last  amount in scientific 
research 
that's
 been done on 










 really want 
to know 
how to 
improve your grades, 
your 
career,  and 
your 





And You'll learn that a lot 01 the 
research 1 indings are directiv re/e. 
l'ant to your perional
 and aca-
demia- development as a valiant 
Here. for otample. is a 
p.1111411.  
un 
h e u researchn  results in the field 
at 
d  
 increased intelhgence 






 increased learning ability 
 increased 





 broader comprehension and 
ability to focus Atli:MIMI 







 decreased use ol drugs, 
alcohol. and cigarettes 
 increased happiness
 
 impulsed relanonshops 
meen 






 mortised athletic 
perlormance  
Now. 











And the beautiful thing is that 
these qualities grow naturallv 
simply 
technique 






 malty, if you
 are con-
.erned not just with sour 
own future, 
hut also the 
future of our nation and the 
world,  there's esen more reason 
to 
attend  the lecture 
This is because the TM tech. 




The coherence generated 
.hen people practice TM extends
 
to saints 411% a 
whole Research ha, 
shown that %hen as little as the 
square 
r.wIt
 of one percent of a 
l.,,ltulaliu,iu 




ad, juiced uspcc'is he 
endeIn.
 peaceful. and progrews e 
when Indhadtunitu 





peopi  practiced 
IV, maid 












f arm,. Itirectaytameyal. 
orthhearr ( mammal and 
footman afariet 
thi. "super Radianse I !fest" 
thi been demonstrated in ,,1111111111 














may at last have a  ,011111011 
II Works! 




sinmk technique can bring 
so mans 
benefits  to mind. 







IRV lecture the esplanation you'll 
hear I, al once 







onportant pain of 
balm a po.A pnforma, it 
gives you Me ability 
in
 mei In 
mtamnrnent of arms, In 
mane mod decisions hated an 
rapid change., and to do to 
functioning vert. 
-  t Mangano flegoty.  Prevision 
Heron,








1 cell hear, tor esample. allow 
the unified 
nil
 all the laos 'i 
nature a. described
 by modern 
'shy.,
 and Irs ancient Vedic 
science 
And about ho. 
the !Si 
techntime lets Sou expertence the 
Untried held utthin WU( oun i011 
wiousnew
 And 
about how  
quit 
pertence, gained regularly. 
brings you the support 01 all the 
laws of 
natlan.  
 hen mu pmerke TN. 
TV yeNI ran emergence the 
full range of eduratton-nat 
%WI gaining
 classroom know, 
ledge, hut developing the 
'owner. and Mart yourself"' 





I he main thing, 
houever.  
that 




















 greater uic 
:e  both 




 whether you start the 
TM technique 011101 
Is up to s011 
But doesn't n 
niake sense to it 
least  attend the leourc? 
Ii inell ten 
























 dale and lime 













you'll  he 

















































Student  Union 
Montalvo  Room 
Tueseay 7-9 
p.m. 





































the unified field ol all the Loss sit 
flat Ole as described in
 modern 
plivsics 
and hi ancient 
Vedic  . 
science And about
 hots the 
technique lets sou 
experience
 the 





mimics% gained regularls. 
brings sou 
the support ol all the 
lasts ot nature 
 tyu hen eau practice TV, 
VV 
you can erperlence the 
full range of rduratinnnnt 
11Iff gaining clattrnion *now. 
ledge. hut developing the 
knower. 









I he main thing, hi. essi.I.
 
hat rig niis 
I kno. 11,11 Ms 









its made site stifle







 greater sus 
cess--hoth 










technique or not 
is sip to slur 
Hut doesn't 
ii make sense to 
at 
least 
attend  the 'come? 
It even ten 
percent 
of
 what I've 
said about 
I Al proses to
 
be 
true,  thtnA what 



































































 Supplement to 











































about everything that*s  
worth 






growing up and 
coming
 of age. and it 
Pages  
treats the subject 
with  more spunk and 
down
-on -the -corner street smarts than 
J. I). Salinger 
ever











look at the 





















It's almost like a character from
 
Gary Larson's The Far Side pried 
his way out of the COMIC strip and cre-
ated his 
own Illalte wenano 
stors of Burris Weems 
and  










until he breaks the mold and careens 
ott 




the story with an 
outlandish  
insight  into human 
nature. 
cutting to the quick with his under-





What we get to  read is Burris' 
ramblings into a tape recorder a 
Utumal. so to speak, that chronicles 
his 






Burris has all the 
phobias
 of a 12- 
year -old kid -- 
which he is  only 
they're magnified and have flood-
lights shining on them. 
He would be somebody 
worth 
feeling sorry for if he wasn't smarter 
than anyone can remember being at 
that age. 
Matthews  does a superlative job 
01 writing 
from the 
viewpoint  of 
a 12 -
year -old. It really is 
believable.
 Daz-
zlingly so. Pretty hilarious.
 too. 
Matthews never breaks character 
and 
writes  like an oldster
 tyou 
know  twenty or over.) He is like 
the perfect actor who is always on tar-
j.et with his characterization. The 
wrtting is a constant barrage of ado-
lescent humor 
distilled  through the 
brain of the oldster Matthews. 
A typical example of his 
writing  
shows Burris 
and  his friend Diane 
watching 
TV.  
" . Diane 
switched back to 
the zombies, 
which were surrounding 
this 
girl who already had half her 
clothes
 torn






front the experience, namely 
they 
die if you rip their 
goggles
 off. It 
wasn't explained why they die if you 
rip their
 goggles off, but they did, and 
the girl already tore tiff one pair acci-
dentally and saw the zombie fall 
down  
dead at her feet, but she's so fucking 
moronic, she
 can't connect the two
 
things 
- removal of goggles 
and 
zombie death so now they 
're com-
ing for her again and all she can do is 
scream her lungs out. the stupid 
bitch.
Matthews 
has  a particular knack 
for the 
corny,
 and an even better 
knack for seeing the fallacies 
and  
frailties of people. 
He
 must have spent 
a lot of time watching
 
people
 at bus 
stations. 
Reading "Little Red Rooster" is 
like waking up in the morning, going 
to brush your teeth, and finding that 
your brother rubbed soap on your 
toothbrush. Even if the joke is on you, 
it's still funny. Seriously funny. 
The 
book is published by NAI. 
Penguin Inc, and 
sells for $17.95. It's 





Real will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday 
at the SJSU 
dance  studio theatre. 
Tickets are $5 for students and $7 





   
The Stan  Getz Quartet will ap-
pear at the Garden City 
in
 San Jose at 
9 and II p.m. Sunday night. 
Cover  
charge is $10. Call 244-3333 for in-
formation. 
   
The San Jose Poetry Center 
will  
feature poet Jose Emilio Pacheco as 
part 





 277-2834 for information. 
   
A Taste of 
Grace Productions 
will present. The Chalice. May 8 
and May 9 at the 
Foothill  College 
Theater in 
fits
 Altos Hills. Tickets are 
available in advance
 or at the door for 
$7.50 for adults. $5 for 
senior  citizens 
and children 





The Entertainer supplement is 
an
 arts/entertainment  
guide that appears each Thursday












Cover Photo by John B. Lawrence 
U2's lead singer and guitarist Paul Bono Hewson sings at 
a concert last weekend. The Irish, four -member rock band 
played to sold -out audiences both Saturday and Sunday 
nights











 recent frenzy that U2 stirred 
in the Bay Area this 
past 






Maiden hits the 
Spartan
 Stadium stage 
tomorrow  night is an indication of 
what rock fans are willing to do to sec 
their favorite performers in action. 
When one thinks about it, it's a 
hassle to go !ice a live concert. But 
such problems won't keep funs away. 
The first problem is getting 
tickets. Loyal followers will wait in 
line for hours, or days, for a 
ticket 
outlet to open to get decent tickets. 
To avoid people







offered mail -in procedures for
 people 









tour  tickets per 





 they get 
any
 at all 
It's
 





chars,. to whirl the Rig Spin 
I he faithful can always
 
try to be 
the 










 it  I-4o mg 
atroc
 ous prices to 
scalpers.  
)nee people get tickets,  the next 
step is the celebration.
 Some go out
 to 
dinner before the show, or set up a 
small






 do not 








 or whatever. 
Sonic people just can't 
say no and 
their behavior can 




seating, then usually you won't have 
any problems besides finding your 
scats,  unless you are so high up from 
the stage that you need an oxygen 
tank. 
If it is general




 and child for
 
themselves.  The 
concert  will be 




other  sweaty 
bodies
 and swaying 
along with the




everybody tries to push 
Ii rward
 to get closer
 to the stage. 
At





concert as people 
begin
 to panic
 and taint t rom 
all the pushing and the lack ot air 
However.
 
SOHN:  concert pi let, lill'Ime
 
on this frantic 
eXpCrICIICC.  It they 
endure,  then 
they
 has
 e .i tale to 
tell 
Perhaps the best 
part
 of a conren 
is the agonizing moments between the 
dimming of the house lights and the 
out -of
-nowhere
 appearance  of the 
performers,










Then the whole 
concert
 is one big 
happy 
party  as the music gets louder 
and the lights and special effects 
dazzle the stage. 
But
 the worst
 thing that 
could 
happen  is 
when  the 
performers  
don't deliver
 an exciting 
show, 














Is it really worth the 
trouble
 to 
get  tickets, then 




hours  with rowdy, under -
the
-influenced  people 
and
 try to listen 
to a 
concert that is way
 too loud for 
the 








 at home? 
No. 
There is nothing like the 
feeling  
oh seeing your favorite
 pet-Moiler or 
hand up 
on
 stage and realiiing this 
is 
the music you 
grew up to. Or that the 
songs
 
hold  a special 
meaning in your 
life. or the 
musie  is the ultimate
 parts 
shift . It's like you and
 the singer hase 
something
 




































































































































































































































































































































































 to a 
%%1  ell 
exploding  



















film:pubic was an 
exciting 
mix ot 
energy  and talent.
 
he perkirmance in the SJS1.1 
Concert
 Hall 





ple hut all V. Ole ctithralled by the 
physical and 
uuiist 
ii coordination  of 
the 
musicians  
In the "11illiain Tell Over-
ture:. listeners heard a slightly MI-
terent serS11,11 of the 
piece.  Because 
a pc rc 
USSI4 in ensemble usually 







number  with sounds 
such  ay the clip'
 lop of horses and birds tvi it tering. 
At one point
 the music was 
played so swiftly 
by closing one's 
eyes a 
person could actual ly 
imagine  
himself  fleeing an 
enemy  on horse -
hack. A nicely added touch was the 
unexpected 
sound of gunshots which 
made the audience gasp and clap. 











 one minute and then 
eased 












 as much tun 
as listening 





















































 in this piece. 
Highlighted
 by bells 
and 
chimes.
 the musk: started out
 cre-
ating relaxed images. 
As
 the music 
developed. 
each  of the performers 
seemed
 to want to drown 
out the 
other,
 but they 
never did. 
Separately or all together. the 
rhythmical pounding of the musi-
cians 
resulted  in an intense musical 
experience. 
What does that mean? It 
means  
the musicians never 
lost the audi-
ence. Everyone followed the music. 
waiting to hear what sound %%mild 
erupt next. 
An
 added feature to the event 
sponsored
 by SJSU's 
Music  Depan-
ment
 was the appearance of the Ed 
Saindon
 Quartet. They were asked to 






Mier  an hour of thundering
 










drums and hells, the smooth jan 
sounds of the quartet 




 recogni7ed by Jan 
World 















 so much. 
he added a sixth 
number.
 




people as the same as , ss lophone.
 
is made of aluminum alloy and is a 
mallet percussion instrument. 
Sounds similar 
to the numbers 
done by the ensemble could
 be 
heard,  but the quartet livened up the 
hall and got people's feet tapping. 
Instead of waiting for 
some  sound 
to 
lump 
out  at the listeners, people 
were able to sit 
back 









 worth of 








Despite  the fact that music 
doesn't 
seem a viable career
 to a 
lot 
of people today, the performers 
Monday night all seemed to love the 
music they played.
 The fact the con-
cert was free is 
immaterial.
 The fact 
that the show 
provided  a wonderful 
eveninp




















































 showed signs of being 
a band with 
public  appeal as they sang 
tunes from their
 new album "Hand of 
Fate at the Spartan
 Pub. But a few 
key elements





other hand featured this past 
Friday, Yo,
 fared no better. 
True West's
 lead guitarist Rich-
ard McGrath's
 blend of 
'60s  













around  th, 
pub with 
Mick  Jagger -like gestures. 
much to the
 delight of the audience.
 
while drummer
 Kyle !Bahia beat was 
reminiscent of 
Beach  Boy music. 
But 
when  Blair got to the mike. 
he came up 
short. 
Songs like
 "Mars." "Blue Fri 
day" and "Hand
 of Fate" allowed 
tot
 







the singer just couldn't
 
rise to the occasion.
 
As 
its performance went on. 
the  
band became 
stale  and the music be 
came 
predictable.
 The ends 
of song, 
became mediocre 
and lifeless as bass 
guitarist Kevin 
Staydohor  played 
pre
 
dictable  bass 
Imes. 
'Dile West can
 find a true 
&stills  
to 
reach a larger audience,
 if their lead 
singer gets in on 
the act. 
The following 
group  "Yo" had a 
0755. 
It 





singer in !truce 
Rayburn  
as he opened the 
performance 
with  a 
melodic 
a candle, but from 
there, ev-
erything














 guitarist John Mellow, just 
couldn't keep his







her  guitar pick.
 And 
when she did 





was wasted on 




call inc." His 
voice is 
powerful and
 melodic yet the
 lyrics 
had a 















In the middle 
of the performance 
he said. 








































T. 0 For 
One  Tickets to laugh valid Tuesdays 
throngi thursdays with this 
ad.  One per couple present at 
the






































































 now, SOO 






















by  using 
eye
-pleasing





















Dream.   
The play is 
really
 four stories in 
one,
 and the 
scenes 
















 all of the 
subplots,  conniv-
ing 
characters  and 








































 and that 












 he inter -
















 not difficult, 
actually  building 
the 
set was. 





a big set." said 
Reeds. a 13 -






 of the 
set are 
the two trees that 
tower  over the stage. 
The play 
calls  
for some of the charac-
ters
 to climb 





are  made of 
sturdy 
plaster 
and wood, so 
they  will hold 
the 
actors as they






 with the ideas 
on 
paper for the




working  on it as 
well. 
the 
whole department gets in-
volved on a project
 as
 
big as this." 
she
 said. 
Russ Dolittle,  a graduating se-
nior 
and  technical director 
for
 "Mid-
summer.' said the  
hest  part for hint is 
to watch the
 set rise. 
  It's fun to see a blank stage 
and  
then watch the set 
take a form piece 
by piece,"








 in Valencia for fur -
they 

































































































































































































 a Creative Arts 
graduate
 





 on the actors'ma-
keup. 
eared in "We 
Stunted
 
to to get 
very un-
Is year. is 

















































many.  of the facial
 fea-
tures,
 like the 
eyes and chin,  
can  be 
enlarged with makeup:. she said. 
Ridge
 said her art hackround
 
helps her create different makeup 










shMA is 55 111111SIAal
 
and 






















 high school are breed 
Iii
 read Shakespeare.  and that's not 
good Inecause Shakespeare 
is meant to 
he pertOrmed.  not read.** Parks said. 
,n 
up
 by The 









ire are 21 





























































 Night's Dream," which 
was 
designed

















Denny is a nice enough woman. 
She has that innocent kink about her 
and a pretty smile that could charm 








 tor is a trou-
Cinema
 
blemaker. The last gu) she fell in 
love
 
with robbed her appartment. 
Now she has met Kar 
Ka, is a 
nice enough 
guy.  Ile cares a great deal 
for Denny. 
He
 has lust a very 
small 
problem 

















 in a silly





















 Nick. thc 
rest of


































Los  Gatos 
354-1656  
Atter  her 
busted 










a new guy. 
She and her
 girlfriend  
go to 
a singles' bar






talks  to the 
two
 












try.  to pis k up 











 can't he 
that had  
Denny 
meets  Ka z the 
next  day at 
an outdoor 






her or the 
sandwich.  He then 
takes a 
less hues 










romance  is dead?  
lry
 as she ma). she couldn't get 
rid ot Kaz. 




 fights off 
Denny's 
old boyfriend, the 
burglar.
 .. 
When  Kaz 
sees












 night. He 
goes out 
and 
roams  the 
streets  of 















































ing women in a grotesque 
fashion. 
Kai 
eventually  tells Denny of 
his 
problem. Instead of letting him leave. 
Denny tries to help Kil7 overcome his 
problem. She sees what happens to 
Ka, alien he becomes sexually ac
-
use
 It's not a pretty sight. And sonic 




Then the film gets really weird. 
The mass 
murderer  kidnaps Denny 
and threatens to kill her in the climac-
tic 
scene.
 Kra.. after having a sexual 
encounter with 
Denny's
 best friend. 
comes  to the rescue looking scary. 






version  of 




























explain  the 
different  crea-
tures













































 Kaz when he 
becomes sexually
 
active. It's not a pretty 
sight. And some thought 
their 












 Ohio t ork-
ers at 
the library of Congress film re-
storation
 laboratory have found a trea-
sure of 
silent
 films among reels 
recently discovered 
in a Michigan 
barn. 
After a week poring over the 250 
cans
 of film, they identified a full ver-
sion of the classic "The Italian and 
even 
a comedy in which Oliver Hardy 
plays  a villain. said Paul C. Spehr, as-
sistant chief of the library's 
motion  




restoration laboratory is lo-
eated
 at Wright -Patterson Air Force 
Base near
 here. 
"We consider that almost any si-
lent film found is an important 
find  
because almost nine out of 
10
 silent 
films produced in the United States 
are
 lost." Spehr said. 
The restoration work is painfully 
slow and Lould take 
more than a year 
because  the 
films
 are on 
nitrocellu-
lose,  which can 
explode,  he said. 
Jo Leslie 
Collier.  an assistant 
professor
 of film at the
 University of 
Toledo, 
said  a student. 
Robert  Uhl, 





of films in 










tures  while 
studying  
filmmaking  in 
the 1920s,
 Collier said. 
'The
 find was taken to 
a univer-
sity 




was  alerted and the All 
called the




out of MX) reels were 
too 
badly deteriorated
 to salvage. 
Spchr 




 form prints of 
65
 to 70 silent 
films  dating
 from 1915 to 
about  1925,  
he 
said.  
The copy of "The Italian" is im-
portant because producer Thomas 
Ince was,  next to D.W. Griffith, the 
most important producer of the pe-
riod. Spehr said. 
The film, about life among the 
poor in New York City. was filmed on 
location,
 he said. The library already 
has two versions. but they are incom-
plete and of poor quality, Spehr said. 
The  three reels of 
"Typhoon."
 
also by Ince. are believed to be the 
first in an American collection, he 
'the film starred Sessile Haya-
kawa, who later was nominated for an 
Oscar for 
"The  Bridge 
on
 the River 
Ka 
ai..  
Ihe collection also includes 
films starring Helen Holmes. George 
Behan and Franklin  Farnham, popular 
actors 




latest  on Vietnam 
War  
(API 
 "Gardens of Stone 
us
 the phrase applied 
to Arlington 
National
 Cemetery by the 
Old 









the  nation's 
heroes.
 
The metaphor is 
ideal for 
Francis Ford 
Coppola's  new film. 
another scaring view of the Viet-
nam 
War  and its after effects. 
Unlike "Platoon.
 the war is 
seen only on TV screens offering 
the evening news. But Vietnam 
permeates 
families and friendships 
and romances, impelling all to-
ward the 
ultimate  tragedy. 
"Gardens of 
Stone"  is cen-
tered 
around  the 
friendship
 of three 




 veteran of 
Korea and 
Vietnam
 embittered by 
graveyard  duty when he could be 
teaching
 soldiers
 how to 
survive  
jungle 
warfare.  James Earl Jones is 
his buddy. Sgt.-Maj. Goody Nel-
son, who takes 
a more philosoph-
ical
 view of the absurdities of army 
life. 
Into their midst
 comes Jackie 
Willow 
(D.B. Sweeney). son of 
Cairn's
 slain comrade, a young 
man whose altruism prompted him 
to volunteer for Vietnam. 
All 
three have romantic in-
volvements. Hazard falls for a 
Washington Post 
reporter (Anje-
Ilea Huston) who is anti -war
 but 




courts  an old flame (Mary 
Stuart Masterson) whose officer -
father doesn't want her marrying 
an 
enlisted  man. Nelson's 
steady  
date is the understanding. sympa-
thetic I amette McKee. a congres-
sional
 aide. 
Caan, looking almost unrec-




































out for a sold hut
 standing crowd at 
the Cow Palace Saturday night. 
 'Is that all 
we 
can  do? 
We're  












following 1!2 has 
done 
is to 





rock'nrollers  U2's music
 is 
trul heaven sent. 
Bathed 
in blue light, the churls-
matis Paul 




 and skipping and 
hugging 
himself as he 





the new 1.1' release "The 
Joshua Tree." 
Tnlike 













he on stage. 
Ile 










toll.?  songs. 













record  at 
number 



























for  U2. He 
















with  his 
fingers  
on the 
guitar.  it 
was  disap-
pointing 























bands.  U2 
exudes 
freedom  




corded tracks. they anchored them-
selves h, the songs instead of taking 
the 
songs




backing tracks also take 
away
 from the performance of the 
rhythym section. 
The  control to set 
the pace 




have is taken 
away
 from Larry 
Mullen
 Jr.. who must wait
 for the pro-
grammed 





on,  the heartbeats
 
sit the crowd































 he is 
making  a 
point  w  Mt 
his
 
hands  still at 
his side, 
kneeling,  or 
laying 
down taking 






new  song '  









 want to see 
those  lighter 
planes. It's our 
door, we 
hold the 
kes  And if 
we can't 
inlet)  it, 
we're going 
to kmick




 in the 
song  
This 


























what  I'm 
looking 

































































1.2's lead guitarist Dave "The Edge" Evans 
plays before the Cow Palace crowd. 
It was on "Sunday Bloody Sun-
day," where Edge,
 Clayton and Mul-
len 
came alive to 
make  a riotous 
march out  of the song. 
U2 is 
passionately  for Amnesty 
International  and against drugs.
 Mem-
bers of Amnesty International,  a 
group that
 works on the release of 












Adam Clayton, bass 
player for 11, gets into the 
groove at Saturday's 
concert,  
Hewson
 said "Bad" is about the 
dangerous drug heroin that has taken 
the lives of many of his friends. 
Standing back beneath a green light he 
wildly punched the air, fighting off 
the drug's evil 
spirits.  
Hewson reminded the crowd of 
U2's rock'n'roll roots by injecting
 
"Gloria," 
"Light  My Fire" and folk 
song "Spring Hymn" 
into the set  For 
an encore 
1.12 played "40" 
and  the au-
dience




sing  this song," 
as each mem--
ber of the band 
left the stage. 
Mullen  
stayed 
to play with the 
audience  until 
hi' 
decided  they were doing








to be a folk 
band. Folks should feet 
privileged 1I2
















 Mullen Jr. 
concentrates
 during a set at last
 week's  concert
 at the Cow Palace. 
Thursday,





















The price is right, as audiences at 
the small dinner theater are treated to 






sitting through the first
 skit 
"Hut Not For Mc' ' calls for a little pa -
Theatre
 
hence on the patrons' side. The sec-
ond 











fault of the actors. It is nisi 
that  




 it is 
not tunny. 





and Mark,  played by Ken Crworniak. 
















 in the 
upcoming 




appeared  in SJSU
 





 Child ' 
The play centers 
around
 an artist 
breaking




 Mark has had
 an extra-
marital affair 
The gist  



























the  humor, one 
sees
 a woman in 
pain,  who can 
see the 
love 
her husband has 
for  the 
Owl 
woman in his 
paintings,  








































 absurd act of 
characters to 






Helen  and Mark, 
playing
 ordi-





 an everyday crisis 
They end up trading off 
hilarious  
does not lend
 itself well to 
comedy.
 insults at each other to 
the delight of 
As for 
"Here  to Stay," 
the small the 
audience.  
stage is set up 
as a small town sher- 




 during the Depression. 
southern





















the sheriff,  
like 
at
 their trial. 
The bandits are related,
 Darryl. 
Finlay plays a stodgy old man 





 side is directed 
at Li -





in a May -December
 romantic mar- 




when  they are arguing. 
main 





 is :in !UM  theater
 :ins Is dime is a 





 she parked 
the get
-a
-way car in a "no -parking 
conc." 
As they commence to 
fighting  
about getting it right the next time, the 
country bumbling sheriff, Jeff Evans, 
steams to the boiling point and yells. 
"There ain't gonna be a next time." 
Rest 
assured, both couples in the 
play end up together 





of the vows. 
The 
couples 
might be singing the Huey 
I .ewis and the News'






 at 8:30 
p.m.
 Fri-
days and Saturdays 
through May 22, 
with matinees on Saturdays 
and Sun-
day's. Ticket 




matinees.  $8 for 5 
p.m. Saturday 


















 celebrate Shirley 
Temple's 
59th  birthday 
OXNARD  AP) 
More  than 





of Shirley Temple 
club 














 plans the party on a 
with a party and a cake
 in 
what  has be-
 Sunday close to Temple's April 23 
come an annual
 tradition here. birthdate.
 
Some 
members  of the 
Shirley 
"It really is a big event each 
Temple Collectors
 by the Sea
 Club 
year."
 she said. 
traveled  front 
as a far as 
Colorado. 
Members were greeted
 by pint. 




 hostesses,  
in honor ot the
 irre-






























 Shirley Temple Black,  
did not 














 or send a 












member  said. 







event  was 
topped  off 











by San Shirley 
club." 
Heath  said. 
"She's  "We kind of grew up 
with her. 




and  pink band She doesn't get








Birthday  think it's because 
she's MI 


























































































 blocks So of 
101) 
PROFESSIONAL  COMEDY 
Every Sat. Nite 
8-10pm
 









Regular Cover -$3" 
APRIL 25th 
WARREN THOMAS 












































Pick  up 
Classy  
Clothes
 for 
Bargain 
Prices? 
Thurs  
Our 
Popular  
Free 
Bingo  
Fri 
, DJ Dance
 Music 
Sat 
Prot 
Comedy 
Show 
8-10pm  
Dance
 Contest
 
12-
 
1 AM 
1,50
 
Prize  
